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The series has ended
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Runtime:43 min1998 -    1999 (Ended)
Genres:Fantasy
Network:FOX
Detective Ezekial Stone was sent to Hell for the murder of his wife's rapist. He spends 15 years in Hell, until 113 souls managed to escape. The Devil needs someone to send them back to Hell, but can't do much on the physical plane. So he sends Ezekial after them, with the promise that if Stone recovers all 113, he'll win permanent freedom from Hell. And if he fails, he's damned for good. All of the escapees as well as Stone are supernaturally indestructible, except they can inflict pain on each other. The only way to send someone back to Hell is to destroy their eyes, the "windows of the soul." Worse, some of the escapees spent centuries, if not millennia, in Hell and have developed great power - little of which Stone, a relatively recent prisoner, has himself.
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Actors
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The Devil
John Glover
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Ezekiel Stone
Peter Horton
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Max
Lori Petty
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Det. Sgt. Ash
Teri Polo
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Max
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Albert Hall
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Season 1
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Reviews (0)
There are no reviews of the series Brimstone.
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American Gothic
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Night Visions
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Buffy the Vampire Slayer
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